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Today’s Goals

Understand how communication and behavior 
determine the results I want.

Recognize:
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Recognize:
Diverse communication styles 

Important communication skills

Learn how to deal with the content and emotion of 
what’s going on in the communication process.

Develop my process for effective two-way 
communication.

Why Does Communication Fail?
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Understanding Conflict

“Conflict is the interaction
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of interdependent people

who perceive incompatible goals 

and interference from each other in 

achieving those goals.”

Hockner & Wilmot

Sources of Conflict

Fear
Mishandling of past conflict
Dishonesty
Misunderstanding and miscommunication
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Failure to establish boundaries
Hidden agendas
Negligence
The need to always be right
Intention to harm, retaliation

We All Perceive Things Differently
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Active

Fast-paced

Assertive

Bold

Acceptingi
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Thoughtful

Moderate Paced

Calm 

Careful

Accepting

People-focused

Receptive

Agreeable
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Communication and Conflict 
Resolution Styles

Avoidance

Accommodation

Passivity
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Passivity

Compromise

Aggression

Assertion

Collaboration

Positive or Negative

Flexibility
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Check the Message

What we “hear”:

55% Non-Verbal Behaviors
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55% Non Verbal Behaviors

37% Tone and Delivery

7% Content

And Remember

“90% of understanding is perception”

There Are Really Three Conversations

1. The “what happened?” conversation: The content

2. The “feeling” conversation: The emotional reactions 
f th i th
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of those in the room

3. The “identity” conversation: My emotional reaction

Prepare

1. Prepare, but be flexible in your approach.

2. Relax.

3. Adjust your attitude:

’ d h d
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Don’t prejudge; have an open mind

Let go of any need to defend 

yourself

Remind yourself that you are 

here to engage the other person 

and remain professional

The Discussion

1. Tell the truth.

2. Put the receiver at ease, but come to the point.

3. Keep the discussion focused.
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4. Tell him/her directly, in a straightforward and 
simple manner, what you perceive the issue to be.

5. Empathize.

6. Listen and ask questions.  

7. Watch for nonverbal communication.
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The Importance of Listening

“We must realize…that in human relationships, it is 
frequently not what the facts are, but what people think 
the facts are which is truly important There is benefit
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the facts are, which is truly important. There is benefit
in learning what someone else’s concept of the reality 
of the situation is, no matter how wrong it might be.”       

Adapted from Bryan Bell

Questioning – The Continuum

Open questions – “What happened?”

Focused questions – “What time are you coming?”
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Closed or direct questions – “Did you go?”

Leading questions – “Don’t you think that…?”

Non-verbal Communication

It can convey a message to help us understand (the 
person, the emotion, etc.).
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Our interpretation can be skewed based on our 
personal preferences or experiences.

It can be affected by cultural habits and mannerisms.

Non-verbal Behaviors: The Primary 
Source of Meaning in Your Message

Eye contact

Posture and positioning
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Use of space

Facial expression

Appearance

Rate, volume, 

pitch of voice

Time
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The Emotions

1. Acknowledge doubt, guilt, and anxiety.

2. Use neutral language.

3. There will be resistance: go with it.
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Hot Buttons:
Watch The Words You Use

Words and phrases can cause
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Words and phrases can cause

a negative reaction and 

miscommunication 

on the part of the receiver.

The Results

1. Be creative and discuss options.

2. Acknowledge what impact the issue may have 
th
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on the person.

3. Strive for a clear conclusion and agreed-upon 
outcomes.

4. Follow up with any actions to be taken after 
the meeting.

Discussion

Ann Otto, Ph.D.,

P i i l C lt t
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330-633-1265-office
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Communication Styles

Adapted from The Conflict Resolution Training Program

by Prudence Bowman Kestner and Larry Ray, 2002 

1. Avoidance 

This style is adopted by many people because they are afraid.  Avoidance 

often sets the stage for conflict.  Some problems may go away or 

disappear if ignored.  Others, because they tend to be emotional, may 

escalate, creating bigger problems. 

2. Accommodation

This style takes into consideration the wants and needs of others at the 

expense of the wants and needs of the communicator.  Accommodation is 

sometimes useful and necessary depending on the importance of the 

issue.

3. Passivity

This style is adopted by many because they are afraid to displease a 

receiver.  This failure to respond or do anything that might be considered 

controversial sets the stage for conflict.  When situations are ignored, the 

problems may go away or disappear.    However, often, they tend to 

foment strong emotions. 

4. Compromise 

Those who compromise give away something of themselves to others.  

This is useful when seeking peaceful solutions, but may create future 

tensions that will need to be resolved.  People who compromise often are 

unhappy, thinking that they haven’t attended to their own needs.  The act 

of compromising has been perceived as negative, although it isn’t always 

so.



Communication Styles

Adapted from The Conflict Resolution Training Program

by Prudence Bowman Kestner and Larry Ray, 2002 

5. Aggression

This style may give the receiver the impression that maintaining his or 

her position is more important than maintaining good human relations or 

reaching a mutually agreeable resolution. The style puts the receiver into 

a defense mode.  Long term solutions generally won’t  result. 

6. Assertion

This style combines firmness of purpose with a willingness to listen and 

work through situations.  The assertive person clarifies his or her want 

and needs and those of the other person.  A person with this style may or 

may not collaborate, but has the ability to be firm on principles without 

being aggressive. 

7. Collaboration

This style is good for problem solving because it encourages trust by 

indicating a willingness to cooperate and to be flexible and creative.

Collaborators tend to seek common ground. 

8. Flexibility

This style is a combination of all of the above acknowledging that there 

may be times when it is best to use a variety of styles.  

9. Positive or Negative

Many individuals are generally either positive or negative in their style.

Problems with the former include the tendency to talk too much and 

appearing willing to accommodate when that is not always the case.

Negative communicators are often perceived to assert power by their 

“no” attitude and are also considered “naysayers.” 


